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Abstract
Non-uniform black strings in the two-brane system are investigated using
the effective action approach. It is shown that the radion acts as a non-trivial hair
of black strings. The stability of solutions is demonstrated using the catastrophe
theory. The black strings are shown to be non-uniform.
1. Introduction and Summary
In the Randall-Sundrum 1 model [1], the black hole can be regarded as a
section of the black string as long as the distance between two branes is less than
the radius of the black hole on the brane. As the radion controls the length of
the black string, it can trigger the transition from the black string to localized
black hole through the Gregory-Laflamme instability. The purpose of this work
is to reveal the role of the radion in the black string system with the hope to
understand this phenomena. We take the specific model that the dilaton field
coupled to the electromagnetic field on the ⊕-brane. In the case of stable black
string, we can use the low energy approximation that the curvature on the brane
is smaller than the curvature in the bulk. Foutunately, the effective action is
known in this case as [2]
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,
where we defined Ψ := 1 − exp(−2d/ℓ). Here, d is the proper distance between
the branes. The point is that the bulk metric is completely determined by the
4-dimensional theory through the holographic relation [2]. Using this fact, we
have investigated the bulk geometry of this system and found stable non-uniform
black strings for which the radion plays an important role. In the following, we
provide views both from the brane and from the bulk.
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22. View from the Brane
From the relation between the mass M¯ and the inverse temperature 1/T¯H
in Fig. 1. (a), we find that the non-trivial radion (Ψ 6= 0, 1) interpolates Reissner-
Nordstro¨m (RN) and GM-GHS solutions [3]. According to the catastrophe theory,
the stability changes at d(1/TH)/dM =∞ [4, 5]. Since we cannot find the point
d(1/TH)/dM =∞, our solutions are stable.
3. View from the bulk
We present the example that the circumference radius shrinks toward the
⊖-brane in Fig. 1. (b) where ⊕-brane and ⊖-brane are placed at y = 0 and y = 1,
respectively. We can show that this tendancy is generic and hence the radionic
black string is non-uniform [6].
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Fig. 1. (a) M -1/T¯H and (b) the horizon in the bulk.
